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ANCIENT COINS
GREEK COINS
Italy

5001

Bruttium, Croton, Stater, c.420-390 BC, ΚΡΟΤ, eagle standing left on ionic capital, Φ in left field,
rev ΚΡΟ, tripod, corn grain in right field, E in exergue, 6.69g, 3h (SNG Lockett 616; SNG Cop
1775, 1776). Slightly off-centre, very fine/extremely fine.
£1200-1500
Sicily

5002

Naxos, Tetradrachm, c.460 BC, head of bearded Dionysos right, wearing wreath of ivy, hair
tied in bunch behind head, rev ΝΑΧΙΟΝ, naked and ithyphallic Silenos squatting facing, head
left, holding kantharos and leaning on left, 17.06g, 9h (the same dies as all the following
references: Cahn 54 (V39/R45); SNG ANS 515; SNG Ashmolean 1866; SNG Fitzwilliam 1108;
SNG Lloyd 1150; SNG Lockett 840; SNG Spencer-Churchill 46; Gulbenkian 230-231; Jenkins
673; Kraay & Hirmer 6; Rizzo pl.28, 2). Light porosity of the metal but the obverse die hasn’t yet
broken below the nose, the reverse pitting most likely a consequence of air trapped in the flan during
striking, otherwise good very fine and rare.
£15,000-20,000
Herbert Cahn recorded 56 specimens of the same obverse and reverse dies

Crete

5003

Hierapytna, Didrachm, c.200-67 BC, female head turreted right, rev ΙΕΡΑΠΥ, palm tree, on left eagle,
on right ΑΡΙΣΤ/ΑΓΟΡΑ/Σ, all within laurel wreath, 7.34g, 1h (BMC p.48, 3; Svoronos p.189, 8 [same
dies]; SNG Cop 464 var; SNG Lockett 2567 var). Nice iridescent patina, very fine.
£800-1000

5004

Lyttus, Stater, c.450-300, eagle flying left, rev ΛΥΤΤΟΝ, boar’s head right in linear square, all within
incuse square, 10.94g, 12h (Le Rider, pl.VII, 21; SNG Cop 492 var; Svoronos 17, pl.XXI, 12). Very fine
for this issue.
£1000-1200

Islands of Caria

5005

Rhodes, Kamiros, Stater, c.500-480 BC, fig leaf, rev two rectangular incuses ornamented with
irregular patterns, 11.32g (Asyut 694-702; BMC 2-4; SNG Cop 711-712; SNG von A 2779). About very
fine and rare.
£1000-1200

Cilicia

5006

Soloi, Uncertain Satrap, Anepigraphic Stater, c.380-333 BC, bearded head of Herakles right, lion’s
skin tied around neck, rev head of satrap right, wearing Persian headdress, 9.69g, 12h (SNG Cop
234; SNG France 163; SNG Levante 153; BMC 28; some of the publications attribute this coin to
Mallos). Slight corrosion, otherwise extremely fine.
£2500-3000

Syria

5007

Philetairos under Antiochos I Soter, sole reign (280-261 BC), Tetradrachm, c.279-274 BC,
commemorative issue struck at the Pergamon mint in the name of Seleukos I Nikator (312-281 BC),
head of Herakles right, wearing lion skin, rev ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ / ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, Zeus seating left holding
scepter and eagle in his left field, helmeted head of Athena right, crescent below throne, 16.72g, 12h
(WSM 1532; SNG Spaer 242; Houghton 634 var; Meydancikkale 2865). Metal flow of the reverse field,
otherwise extremely fine and a very rare issue.
£1000-1200

5008

Antiochos IV Epiphanes (175-164 BC), Tetradrachm, Antioch, c.169-164 BC, laureate head of
Zeus right, rev ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ / ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ / ΝΙΚΗΦΟΡΟΥ / ΘΕΟΥ / ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ, Zeus, laureate, wearing
himation, naked to waist, seated left on throne, holding sceptre with his left hand, Nike flying off
to crown him on his outstretched right hand, 16.72g, 12h (Le Rider, Antioche 203, 242; Houghton
collection 106; Newell, SMA 63). Excellent style, high relief on obverse, about extremely fine/very fine and
rare.
£1000-1200

ROMAN

5009

Julius Caesar, Denarius 3.53g, struck by L. Mussidius Longus, 42 BC, laureate head of Caesar right,
rev L MVSSIDIVS LONGVS, cornucopiae on globe, rudder to left, caduceus and apex to right (Cr
494/39a; S 1096; RCV 1426). Well-centred, nearly extremely fine.
£2000-2500

5010

Faustina Junior (wife of Marcus Aurelius), Aureus 7.26g, AD 161-175, FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, draped
bust of Faustina left, rev DIANA LVCIF, Diana standing left, holding lit torch (RIC 673; C 84; RCV
5237). Extremely fine.
£7500-8000
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ENGLISH COINS

    
5011

Æthelstan (924-939), Penny, portrait type, Winchester, Rægenulf, ÆÐELSTAN REX, crowned bust right,
rev RÆGENVLF M'O VVINCI, small cross, 1.45g (Blunt, BNJ XLII, 304; SCBI Southeastern 778 [same dies];
BMC -; N 675; S 1095). Rim slightly chipped, otherwise good very fine, very rare.
£1200-1500

5012

Æthelstan, Penny, local type, Wyltsige, AEDLSTAN REX∴, small cross, rev small building flanked
by two groups of three pellets, PYLTSIG below, 1.19g (Blunt, BNJ XLII, 443; SCBI Mack 776; BMC
139; N 683; S 1100). Rim slightly chipped, very fine and very rare.
£2500-3000

5013

Eadgar (959-975), Penny, portrait type, Neatishead?, Boge, EDGAR RX, crowned bust right, rev
BOGE MO ET NET, small cross, 1.24g (Blunt, SNC September 1985, p.223 [this coin]; Coinage
in Tenth-Century England 375/1, pl.25 [this coin]; SCBI -; BMC -; N 751; S 1139). Good very fine and
extremely rare, one of only two known examples.
£4000-5000
ex W J Conte Collection
ex P Spink Collection
There remains some doubt as to whether the letters NEAT do in fact refer to a mint location or whether they are mearly a
blundered version of the word MONETA.
The other known example is the specimen from the Stack Collection, Sotheby’s, 22-23 April 1999, lot 489 (the coin referred
to in the Stack catalogue as being in the Fitzwilliam Museum is in fact the present coin; the cataloguer was mistaken in
assuming that Blunt actually owned the coin).

5014

Æthelred II (978-1016), Penny, last small cross type, Dover, Godman, ÆÐELRED REX NGLOR,
diademed bust right, rev GODM N M-ON DOFR, small cross, 1.35g (SCBI Mack 1067 [this coin]; BMC
39 [same dies]; Hildebrand 410; N 780; S 1154A). Good very fine and toned, very rare. £800-1000
ex R P Mack, Glendining, 18 November 1975, lot 165
ex V J E Ryan, Glendining, 22 January 1952, lot 804 (part)
ex H A Parsons, Sotheby, 28 October 1929, lot 147
ex E K Burstal, Sotheby, 6-7 November 1912, lot 65 (part)

5015

Harold II (1066), Penny, PAX type, Worcester, Eastmær, HROLD REX NGL:, crowned bust left
with sceptre, rev E STNÆR ON PIH, P X between two lines across centre, 1.30g (SCBI -; BMC 111
[attributed to Winchester]; N 836; S 1186). About extremely fine and extremely rare.
£1500-2000
ex F Elmore Jones, Glendining, 12-13 May 1971, lot 976

5016

Henry VI (first reign, 1422-1461), Pinecone Mascle issue Groat, struck on a thick flan in silver, a piedfort
15.20g, Calais Mint, facing bust of the King within tressure of nine arcs, trefoils on cusps, mintmark cross
both sides IIIa/V, legend with three pinecones and one mascle stop, rev inverted die axis, inner and outer
legends divided by beaded concentric circles, two pinecones and one mascle stops, long cross, pellets
at centre (North 1461; S 1875). Good fine, the reverse better, of the highest rarity as a piedfort. £2500-3000
ex Earl Ducie Sale, Glendining, 5 October 1949, the collection of the Rt Hon Capel Henry Berkeley Morton, 5th Earl of Ducie, lot 82
ex Dr E C Carter Collection, bought by Baldwin’s in 1950, sold with his ticket
not recorded in the listing of known piedforts by L A Lawrence in his article, BNJ, volume 16, 1921-1922

5017

Henry VIII (1509-1547), Testoon, Tower Mint, facing crowned portrait of King wearing ruff collar,
within beaded circle, mintmark pellet in circle both sides, HENRIC 8 D G AGL FRA Z HIB REX, rev
crowned Tudor rose, crowned h R either side within beaded circle, POSVI DEVM ADIVTORIVM MEVM
(North 1841; S 2365). Toned, a bold very fine, with a very attractive portrait, very rare thus. £4000-5000

5018

Henry VIII (1509-1547), First Coinage Penny, Durham, struck on a thicker flan in silver, a piedfort,
3.18g, for Bishop Thomas Ruthall, the King enthroned facing holding orb and sceptre, breaking
beaded circle, legend surrounding, mintmark lis both sides, rev quartered shield of arms on cross,
T D either side of lower half of shield, beaded circle and legend surrounding (North 1777; S 2332).
Nearly very fine and extremely rare as a piedfort.
£1200-1500
not recorded in the listing of known piedforts by L A Lawrence in his article, BNJ, volume 16, 1921-1922

5019

Philip and Mary (1554-1558), Shilling, undated, facing busts with crown above, PHILIP.ET.MARIA.
D.G.R.ANG.FR.NEAP.PR.HISP., rev crowned quartered shield of arms of England and Spain, mark of
value only no date, double-striking giving extra I to value thus X III, POSVIMVS.DEVM.ADIVTORVM.
NOSTRVM. (North 1967; S 2498). Slightly double-struck in parts and lightly tooled in fields, otherwise
attractively toned and extremely fine.
£2500-3000

5020

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Gold Pound, mint mark tun both sides, crowned bust left in elaborate dress
within beaded circle, crown breaks top, ELIZABETH D:G: ANG: FRA: ET: HIB: REGINA rev crowend
quartered shield of arms, E R either side, SCVTVM: FIDEI: PROTEGET:EAM (Schneider 798; North
2008; S 2534). Pleasing, a little double-struck, otherwise extremely fine and rare.
£5000-6000

5021

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Crown, mintmark 1, crowned bust in ornate dress with orb and sceptre
facing left, three fingers on sceptre, within beaded circle, ELIZABETH:D:G:ANG:FRA:ET:HIBER:
REGINA:1:, rev quartered shield of arms upon cross fourchee, beaded circle, :1:POSVI: DEVM:AD
IVTORE M:MEVM: (FRC dies D6; North 2012; S 2582). Lightly toned, extremely fine with a pleasing
portrait.
£5000-6000

5022

Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Pattern Shilling, struck in silver, 5.95g, ornate crowned bust left, similar bust
to gold pound, circle of dots surrounding, mintmark key both sides, ELIZAB:D:G:ANG:FR:ET.HIB:
REGINA., rev ornate quartered shield of arms on cross fourchée, beaded circle, POSVI DEV;AD IVTORE
M.MEV (North 2045). Lightly creased twice, toned, nearly very fine and extremely rare.
£1500-2000
ex Raymond Carlyon Britton, portion purchased by B A Seaby, July 1949

The Famous Unique Gold Pattern Triple Unite of Charles I

5023

Charles I (1625-1649), Gold Pattern Triple Unite, undated, struck in high relief by Abraham Van
Der Dort, 38.5mm diameter, 27.200g, struck en médaille
Obverse
Crowned, draped and cuirassed bust left with falling lace collar, within wire line and beaded circle,
cross on crown breaks circle, double-arched crown with frosted caul, with diamond and pellet band,
mint mark plume without bands (1630-1631), legend .CAROLVS . D ; G ; MAG ; BRIT ; FR ; ET ; HIB ; REX.
(Charles by the Grace of God, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland), die flaw in R of FR, doublestruck at D G MAG, F and T of ET double-entered, wire-line circle surrounding, toothed border
Reverse
Crowned oval garnished shield of quartered arms, with quartered English and French arms in first
and third quarters, Scottish lion in second quarter, Irish harp in fourth quarter, C in field to left, R
in field to right, legend : FLORENT . CONCORDIA . REGNA . (Kingdoms flourish by concord), mint
mark plume with bands, toothed border surrounding
Edge
Plain
References
North 2654
Wilson & Rasmussen 20 (R7, this coin listed as the only location)
Light series of scratches in left portion of inner field, deeper scratch from wire inner circle to in front of chin,
two small parallel scratches from nose into field, small edge knock at I of HIB on obverse, engraved and struck
to a very fine style, extremely fine and listed as unique in Wilson and Rasmussen, of the highest numismatic
importance in the development and history of engraving and minting for the gold coinage of Charles I.
A unique opportunity to acquire a piece of history
£200,000-250,000

All associated faults to this coin’s condition occurred as a result of the Baldwin armed robbery in
1974 in which this coin was stolen and later recovered.
Acquired privately by A H Baldwin and Sons Ltd circa 1930, this unique piece was first publicly
mentioned in the proceedings of the Royal Numismatic Society 1932 (Num Chron 1932, Volume
12, 5th Series, proceedings chapter, page 14) when Mr A H F Baldwin brought this piece to the
meeting of the 19th May 1932. This piece was displayed with a group of coins and medals depicting
the work of Thomas Simon and Simon De Passe for further discussion.
The Triple Unite was later fully published and illustrated in an article in the British Numismatic
Journal, Volume XXIII of 1939, page 363, ”Miscellanea, A Milled Gold-Pattern £3 piece of Charles
I” by C A Whitton, where Baldwin is acknowledged for the illustration and the opportunity to
publish it.
Whitton refers to an article written by Miss Helen Farquhar for the British Numismatic Journal,
Volume V, in 1908. In this article she conjectured that such a coin should exist; as she had found
documentary evidence dating from 1625 when Abraham Van Der Dort was appointed Medallist
to Charles I, planning a set of high relief patterns for the pound, £3 and £5 coins. The mint mark
plume dates these pieces to circa 1630 and therefore attributes the high relief engraving to Abraham
Van Der Dort, though this was not formalised in writing until the rest of Miss Farquhar’s notes
were written up for a detailed article by Derek F Allen in the Numismatic Chronicle 1941-3, page
54 (Volumes 1-3 of the 6th series). The coin did not appear in print or the public domain again until
the production of “English Pattern Trial and Proof Coins in Gold 1547-1968” by Alex Wilson and
Mark Rasmussen, published in 2000, where it is listed unique as number 20

The story behind the Engraver

Referring to the Numismatic Chronicle article of 1941 (pages 54-75) written by Derek F
Allen based on Helen Farquhar’s notes a much clearer picture of Abraham Van Der Dort’s
life can be ascertained.
Abraham Van Der Dort was ultimately Curator of Charles I’s various collections, but had
an earlier career as a medallist, unfortunately most work is unidentified. He was a member
of a Dutch family of craftsmen, but it is not known when or where he was born. We first
hear of him at the court of Prince Rudolph of Prague (1576-1602) and it is possible that he
visited the court of the King of Denmark, because he painted a picture of the King around
the turn of the 16th – 17th centuries.
What we do know is that Abraham Van Der Dort came to England circa 1609 and attracted
enough attention at court to rise amongst the ranks and ultimately, in 1625, at the accession
of Charles I, he was appointed to provide patterns for the coinage.
We are told at the time of this appointment that Charles I had had sixteen years experience
of his skill, Charles I’s elder brother Prince Henry having first engaged Van Der Dort with
a payment of £50 for his services.
Prince Henry died in 1612 and left his collection of medals and coins to Prince Charles.
This was in fact the first Royal coin collection recorded in British history. The Royal court
employed Van Der Dort occasionally rather than annually; £30 was paid on 16th March
1618 for drawing a picture of his Majesty, another £80 on 4th May 1620 for embossing two
portraits of his Majesty and attending him at Newmarket (the first recorded horse race
occurred at Newmarket in 1622). Van Der Dort received £420 for 14 portrait boxes and
cases on 8th August 1620 - a very large sum indeed.
During the lifetime of James I, Prince Charles appointed Van Der Dort as Curator, on a
salary of £40 a year, probably quite late in the reign. In addition, on 24th March 1625, an
allowance of 5/6d a day for board wages was granted for the rest of Van Der Dort’s life.
On the 2nd April 1625, shortly after his accession, Charles I instructed the Duke of
Buckingham to summon Van Der Dort and Sir Edward Villiers, Warden of the Mint. On
arrival the King instructed Van Der Dort to make patterns for the new coinage and give
assistance to the engravers according to their abilities. £40 annual fee would be paid for his
service as such, and for a book to be prepared fit for his Majesty’signature.

Official appointments in Charles I court are complicated, but it seems Van Der Dort
held four specific posts connected with the Arts. Keeper of the Kings Cabinet of Medals,
Overseer of the Kings pictures, Master Imbosser or Maker of medals (for life) and Provider
of Patterns. £40 per annum salary for each post granted under privy seals.
As a foreigner his assistance to engravers at the mint never appears in their accounts and
he is not officially recognized. A warrant of 31st July grants Van Der Dort £40 per annum
“during pleasure” to make stamps for coins and assist engravers at the Mint, apparently a
confirmation of office but with the “during pleasure” added.
By 26th November 1625 Lord Conway wrote to the commissioners instructing them to make
patterns of some new stamps for coin, made by Mr Van Der Dort. The Mint is at work on
these by December, revealed in a letter of 7th January 1625-1626, where they face the curious
problem of the high relief of Van Der Dort’s dies and how to make the metal fill the high
points of the die for gold £1, £3 and £5 pieces. We are told the problems in this minting
would cause a detrimental effect to the output of the mint should coining in large numbers
be requested. But if his Majesty would like a few pieces of these denomionations struck for
pleasure then this will not hinder Mint activities. Van Der Dort’s total annual income at this
stage is £260, nearly as much as the Frenchman Nicholas Briot received later.
For 1626 the only reference to Van Der Dort is a warrant of the 18th December to the Great
Wardrobe to receive certain parcels for his Majesty’s use which he had not yet received in
July 1628.
In 1627-1628 his name appears on a list of strangers lodging in Westminster. In 1628 there
are more documents relating to Van Der Dort in complaint of his lack of payment of salary.
These resulted in an amalgamation of posts which Van Der Dort himself had already
requested three years before, and the request for back pay of some 40 months. We do not
know however if Van Der Dort ever received all that was due to him.
Perhaps to appease Van Der Dort, Lord Conway wrote a letter on the 28th November
to Louysa Cole, relict of James Cole, recommending Van Der Dort in marriage, but it is
uncertain whether Van Der Dort allowed himself to be “disposed” of in such a way.
		

On 9th July 1628 Van Der Dort received a warrant to the Great Wardrobe for the delivery of
three “bed ticks” presumably used for canvases, either for the copying of pictures in the
Royal Collection or for painting portraits himself.
Not long after this Van Der Dort was appointed for life as one of the grooms of the Privy
Chamber, and it is mentioned again in 1636-1637 when there is a dispute over his board
wages being reduced to 5-Shillings a day. Various other payments are recorded to Van
Der Dort in 1635 and a gift of £100 to him from Charles I in 1637, a period when he was
“exceedingly intimate” with the King. It was during
these years that Van Der Dort prepared the Catalogue of
the Royal Collection at Whitehall in his own hand which
was finished by 15th October 1639 (original copy in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford – MS1514).
It is shortly after this monumental work was finished, that
the life of Abraham Van Der Dort came to a melancholy
end. As Supervisor of King Charles’ Repository of
Rarities, Van Der Dort was taking especial care of a most
excellent portrait miniature. He hid the piece so well and
secure and far away that he could not find it himself. The
loss of this piece was too much for Van Der Dort to bear
and he hanged himself in despair circa 1640.
Ironically his Executors found the piece in question after his demise. We are left with
the legacy of his pattern coins, as not many known portraits of his hand survive. This
portrait of Abraham Van Der Dort by William Dobson hangs in the Hermitage in St
Petersburg, Russia.

5024

Charles I (1625-1649), Silver Pound, Oxford, 1643, 3 over 2, King on horseback riding left, with
raised sword, trampling over arms, including a cannon, Oxford plume in field, within beaded circle,
mintmark plume, CAROLVS:D:G:MAGNI:BRITANI:FRAN:ET:HIB:REX, rev two-line inscription at centre
between raised horizontal lines, RELIG.PROT.LEG / ANG.LIBER.PAR, altered date below, value and
three Oxford plumes above, within beaded circle, mintmark seven pellets to left, EXVRGAT:DEVS:
DISSIPENTVR:INIMICI (Morrison 403; North 2398; S 2940). Some pitting on both sides and a few other
light surface marks, otherwise a bold very fine and rare.
£5000-6000

5025

Charles I (1625-1649), Halfpound, Shrewsbury mint, 1642, the King on horseback riding left with sword
and flowing scarf, trampling arms on grassy ground, plain field, within beaded circle, mintmark plume,
CAROLVS:D:G:MAG:BRIT:FRAN:ET:HI:REX., rev no mintmark, two line inscription at centre between
raised horizontal lines, RELIG.PROT.LEG / ANG.LIBER.PAR, date below, value and three Shrewsbury
plumes above, within beaded circle, EXVRGAT:DEVS:DISSIPENTVR:INIMICI, toothed border both sides
(North 2368; S 2924). Small flan cracks on the reverse, toned, a bold very fine and rare.
£2000-2500
ex R D Wills Collection, Glendining, 6 December 1938, lot 548, £7/10/-

5026

Charles I (1625-1649), Pattern Shilling, Oxford Mint, 1644, crowned bust right in armour with plain
collar and scarf looped up in front, IIX behind, within beaded circle, mintmark Shrewsbury plume
with lozenge to left, lozenge stops, CAROLVS.D:G:MAG:BR:FR:ET.HIB:REX., beaded border both sides,
rev declaration in three-lines between two raised horizontal lines, RELIG.PRO / LEG.ANG. / LIBER.
PA., date and OX below between two lozenges, three Oxford plumes above between two lozenges,
beaded circle, mintmark to left lozenge between two pairs of pellets, EXVRGAT.DEVS.DISSIPENTVR.
INIMICI (Morrison G3; North 2713). Toned, fine and extremely rare.
£1200-1500

5027

Charles I (1625-1649), Pattern Penny, struck in silver, 0.44g, no mark of value, crowned bust
wearing ruff left, CARO:D:G:MA: BR:FR:ET.H:REX, mintmark (on obverse only) three lis, outer
beaded circle, rev struck en medaille, quartered oval garnished shield of arms, C R outer beaded
border, no legend (not listed in North or Spink). Slight crack in field, otherwise toned good extremely
fine and extremely rare.
£1000-1500
ex Marquess of Bute Collection, Sotheby 11 June 1951, lot 98

5028

Charles I (1625-1649), Newark besieged (surrendered May 1646), Halfcrown, Newark 1646, crown,
value below, C R either side, rev OBS: NEWARK 1646 in three lines, beaded border each side (North
2638; S 3140A). A few surface marks, pleasing very fine and rare.
£1200-1500

5029

Charles I (1625-1649), Newark besieged (surrendered May 1646), Sixpence, 1646, crown, value
below, C R either side, rev OBS: NEWARK 1646 in three lines, beaded border each side (North 2642; S
3146). Double-struck on reverse, toned good very fine and very pleasing.
£1200-1500

5030

Commonwealth (1649-1660), Pattern Sixpence, 1651, by Peter Blondeau, shield of arms within
laurel and palm branch, mintmark sun, THE.COMMONWEALTH.OF.ENGLAND, toothed border both
sides, rev inverted die axis, shields of England and Ireland, value above within beaded circle, date
above, .GOD.WITH.VS., edge straight grained (North p.174 note; ESC 1498, R2). Attractively toned,
good very fine and very rare
£1500-2000

5031

Oliver Cromwell (1649-1658), Halfcrown, 1658, by Thomas Simon, laureate and draped bust left,
OLIVAR.D.G.R.P.ANG.SCO.HIB &CPRO, toothed border both sides, rev inverted die axis, crowned
shield of arms of the Protectorate, date at top, PAX . QVÆRITVR . BELLO, edge inscribed in raised
letters (ESC 447; S 3227A). Toned, a pleasing extremely fine.
£3000-3500

5032

Oliver Cromwell (1649-1658), Dutch or Tanner’s copy Sixpence, 1658, struck in silver, 5.51g, laureate
and draped bust left, four berries in wreath, top leaf points to P, OLIVAR.D.G.R.P.ANG.SCO.HIB.PRO,
toothed border both sides, rev inverted die axis, crowned shield of arms of the Protectorate, date
above, PAX . QVÆRITVR . BELLO, edge plain (ESC 1506, R4). Toned, good extremely fine and extremely
rare.
£3500-4000

5033

George I (1714-1727), Halfcrown, 1715, laureate and draped bust right, GEORGIVS.D.G.M.BR.FR.ET.
HIB.REX.F.D., toothed border both sides, rev inverted die axis, crowned cruciform shields, roses and
plumes in angles, garter star at centre, date at top, BRVN ET.L.DVX S.R.I.A:TH ET.EL., edge inscribed
in raised letters DECVS . ET . TVTAMENNNO. REGNI. SECVNDO, N over A in ANNO (ESC 587; S 3642).
Attractively toned, good extremely fine and very rare, one of the finest we have ever seen.
£5000-6000
ex H Webb Jnr, collection purchased by Baldwins before 1945
ex HM Lingford, from the remainder of his collection bought by Baldwin’s in 1951
ex G T Pearce Collection, bought by Baldwin’s in 1978

Unique White Metal Pattern Five Guineas

5034

George III (1760-1820), Pattern Five Guineas, 1777, struck in white metal, 21.05g, by or after
Richard Yeo, laureate head right, GEORGIVS.III DEI.GRATIA., toothed border both sides, rev struck
en medaille, crowned quartered shield of arms, date at top, .M.B.F.ET.H.REX.F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.R.I.A.T.ET.
E., edge plain (cf WR 78 [same dies]; S 3723A). A few light stains on reverse, otherwise good extremely fine
and unique.
£5000-6000

5035

George III (1760-1820), Pattern Penny, struck in silver on a thin flan, 17.15g, 1797, late Soho, by C
H Küchler, large laureate bust right, K∴ on shoulder, legend in large letters on raised border both
sides, GEORGIUS III.D:G.REX., rev inverted die axis, Britannia seated left on rock with shield, holding
trident and olive branch, ship to left, K on rock to right, waves below, date on raised rim below,
BRITANNIA. above, edge plain (Peck 1086 KP4). A little cabinet friction on the chest, otherwise attractive
dark tone, as struck and extremely rare.
£2000-2500

5036

George IV (1820-1830), Pattern Crown, 1828, struck in copper on a 38mm flan, 23.42g, “for London”
by D Uhlhorn, crowned Prussian Eagle, holding orb and sceptre, within raised ring, date above,
FUR LONDON, raised rim both sides, rev struck en medaille, legend in four lines, ZUM / PROBIREN
/ DES / PRAEGEWERKES, edge inscribed in raised letters, DECUS ET TUTAMEN. ANNO REGNI
SEPTIMO., rosette stops (Linecar and Stone 45, with edge of 45A copper). Weak at centre, otherwise
toned, extremely fine and of the highest rarity.
£2000-2500
ex H M Lingford Collection, Glendining 1950, lot 526
D Uhlhorn was the inventor of an improved coining press first installed at the Berlin Mint in 1820 and in the Royal Mint
by 1828 and this piece was probably struck on the Berlin presses to demonstrate to the Royal Mint officials what could
be produced. The obverse is from an altered Pattern Thaler die of 1818, where EIN THALER has been made into FUR
LONDON, and the date altered.

5037

George IV (1820-1830), Pattern Halfcrown, 1824, struck in silver, by William Wyon after Francis
Chantrey, second bare head left, date below, . GEORGIUS IV DEI GRATIA ., toothed border each side,
rev inverted die axis, third reverse, crowned and garnished quartered shield of arms, DIEU ET MON
DROIT, banner motto below, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:, edge plain (ESC 639B, R4; Davies 190).
Toned mint state.
£2000-2500

George IV, Coronation Medal - the rejected reverse design

5038

George IV (1762-1820-1830), an unfinished Pattern for the Official Coronation Medal, struck in Gold,
by Benedetto Pistrucci, laureate head to left, the wreath tied with ribbon behind, GEORGIUS IIII D.G.
BRITANNIARUM REX F.D., signed below bust in minute letters, B.P., rev the King seated on chair
to left, crowned by Victory, figures of the three Kingdoms stand left, by altar, single ground-line,
PROPRIO JAM JURE. ANIMO PATERNO., unfinished legend in exergue, INAUGURATUS / DIE /
ANNO MDCCC, 35mm, 36.82g (cf BHM 1069/1070; Hocking II, 194, 15-18). Struck on a heavy flan, in a
gold with a rich reddish hue, in brilliant mint state and believed unique.
£3500-5000
When compared with the finished official Coronation Medal, the obverse on this piece shows minute differences in
the spacing of the bust in relation to the letters, however it is the reverse design, with the King’s chair resting on a level
ground-line, that makes the medal unique. Laurence Brown (British Historical Medals, vol I, London, 1980, no. 1069, note)
writes, “It would seem that the original design for the reverse conceived by Pistrucci showed the King seated upon a
chair with no dais underneath. The committee of the Privy Council responsible for ordering the medal found the design
unsatisfactory and Pistrucci was ordered to insert a dais. Instead of re-engraving a complete new die, Pistrucci was
apparently able to divide the block of steel into two and by altering the relative position of the two sections was, with
very little further work, able to engrave a dais into the design. The two parts were then enclosed in an iron ring and a
punch was produced which required little additional work.” Michael Marsh (Benedetto Pistrucci, Principle Engraver &
Chief Medallist of the Royal Mint, Cambridge 1996), records the rejection as the decision of the King, who felt he should
be placed above the figures of the three Kingdoms, and writes of Pistrucci saying, “I shall elevate His Majesty”, before
preceding to cut the puncheon. Henry Wollaston (British Official Medals for Coronations and Jubilees, Nottingham, 1978),
gives details of the accounts submitted by Pistrucci, totalling £1,260.00, but states that he actually received only £500.00
for all his work. There had also been problems with the obverse, the initial design (perhaps BHM 1069) being rejected.
Whilst the Royal Mint still retain the original dies and puncheons for the finished medal, they also have the puncheons
for this, the unfinished and rejected reverse, together with other related items. Coronation medals need to flatter the
monarch and this was certainly achieved with the finished medal, though the new neo-classical style was not universally
appreciated. William Till, writing early in Victoria’s reign (English Coronation Medals), states that it is “a gem of the first
water”, even though “the laureated head of the King, on the obverse, has no similitude to that of his late Majesty …”.
Wax models for both the obverse and reverse are illustrated by Lucia Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli, “I Modelli in Cera di
Benedetto Pistrucci”, Bollettino di Numismatica, Rome 1989, the obverse, without legend, vol I, pl 22 a, b; vol II, pl 51 1, 8:1.
The reverse (I, 5:1) displays a more adventurous design, the upper portion as on this medal, without a dais, though the
legend split into two curving lines, but in the exergue a River God reclines, resting on an overflowing urn and holding
a rudder. The legend reads, INAUG. DIE. I. AUGUSTI ANNO MDCCCXX.

5039

Victoria (1837-1901), frosted proof Gothic Crown, 1847, plain edge, by William Wyon, Gothic style
crowned bust left, incuse WW on truncation, Victoria dei gratia britanniar reg.f:d. gothic arched
border both sides, rev struck en médaille, crowned cruciform shields, emblems in angles, within
gothic tressure, date in Roman numerals in legend, tueatur unita deus anno dom mdcccxlvii, edge
plain (Linecar and Stone 58; ESC 288; S 3883). The design totally frosted with brilliant fields, the finest
Gothic Crown we have ever seen, with only the tiniest wispy hairlines in fields and two parallel millimetre
long scratches in the reverse legend between crown and first m of date. Housed in contemporary shells, which
are stated on accompanying old ticket to be made of platinum, but with a specific gravity of only 8.74 are
probably of a nickel alloy. A frosted proof of the highest rarity, superb as struck.
£6000-8000
Linecar and Stone states that the design will be frosted when it is an early striking

5040

George V (1910-1935), Pattern or Trial Uniface Pennies (2), c.1933, first on a thick brass blank,
15.91g, SP / ECIM / EN in three lines, the other struck in bronze, 10.66g, small crown at centre,
legend EXPERIMENTAL DIE 1933 surrounding within lightly ruled concentric circles. Unrecorded and
of the highest rarity, as made, toned, good extremely fine, the dated piece (1933) being that of the rarest British
Penny. (2)
£1200-1500

5041

Edward VIII (20 January 1936 – 11 December 1936), Nickel Brass Threepence, 1937, struck en
medaille on a dodecahedral flan, 6.617g, obverse by Thomas Humphrey Paget, bare head facing
left, HP below, EDWARDVS VIII D:G: BR: OMN: REX F: D: IND: IMP., reverse by Frances Madge
Kitchener, thrift plant of three flowers, MK intertwined in roots within wire circle, THREE above,
PENCE below, date split either side (Peck 2365 this coin; S 4064B). A few tiny surface marks on both
sides, otherwise as struck and of the highest rarity.
£22,000-26,000
this is one of the actual pieces examined by Peck himself

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SCOTTISH COINS

5042

James VI (1567-1625), Thirty-Shillings, 1582, armoured and crowned half length figure standing
with sword left, within beaded circle, IACOBVS.6.DEI.GRATIA.REX.SCOTORVM, rev struck en
medaille, crowned Scottish arms, I R either side X / XX and S either side, within beaded circle,
HONOR.REGIS.IVDICIVM.DILIGIT.1582, toothed border both sides (S 5487). Double-struck on reverse,
flan appears to have turned 180 degree before the second strike, flan flaws at top of obverse from excess metal,
good extremely fine.
£1500-2000

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IRISH COINS

5043

James II (1685-91), Gunmoney Sixpence, September 1689 struck in silver on a thick 24.5mm flan,
6.49g, laureate and draped bust left, IACOBVS.II. DEI.GRATIA, toothed border both sides, rev struck
en medaille, crown on crossed sceptres, J R either side, Sep / r below, VI above, date at top, .MAG.
BR. FRA.ET.HIB.REX., edge plain (cf S 6583EEE; DF 455A). Not recorded on a thicker flan, toned, as struck
and extremely rare.
£1500-2000
bought Christie’s April 4 1967, lot 105, part

5044

James II (1685-1691), Pewter Money Penny, 1690, type II, struck in tin with copper plug, laureate
head left, value in field, legend commences at lower left, IACOBVS.II. DEI.GRATIA., rev struck en
medaille, crowned Irish harp, date either side, MAG.BR.FRA.ET.HIB.REX., toothed border both sides,
grained edge (DF 480; S 6589). The cataloguer has never seen such a fine specimen, with full lustre and in
superb mint state.
£2000-3000

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

FOREIGN COINS
Dominica

                           
5045

16-Bitts, 1813 issue, a Mexico 8-Reales, 1794 FM, countermarked with crowned 16 on both sides,
pierced in centre from reverse, central hole with 15 crenellations, 23.13g (cf John J Ford lot 93 [same
punch]; Pr 24). Host coin fine, countermarks very fine, extremely rare.
£4000-5000

France

5046

Louis XIII (1610-1643), Piedfort of 30-Sols (Demi-Ecu), 1643-A, from Warin’s second die, bust
right, rev arms, edge inscription EXEMPLVM PROBATI NVMISMATIS in relief, 54.86g (C 1675). Has
been cleaned in the distant past, but otherwise problem-free and attractive, good very fine or better and an
important rarity.
£3000-3500

5047

Louis XIII, Piedfort of 30-Sols (Demi-Ecu), 1643-A, from Warin’s second die (second series), bust
right, rev arms, edge inscription LVDOVICO XIII MONETAE RESTITVTORI in relief, 54.77g (C 1679).
About good very fine, an important rarity.
£2000-2500

5048

Louis XIII, Piedfort of 15-Sols (Quart d’Ecu), 1643-A, from Warin’s second die, bust right, rev arms,
edge inscription EXEMPLVM PROBATI NVMISMATIS in relief, 27.40g (C 1676). Tiny edge bruise on the
reverse, and a small scratch on the obverse, otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
£1200-1500

5049

Louis XIII, Piedfort of 5-Sols (Douzième d’Ecu), 1643-A, from Warin’s second die, bust right, rev
arms, edge inscription EXEMPLVM PROBATI NVMISMATIS in relief, 9.14g (C 1677). Tiny dig in front
of the King’s nose, otherwise unevenly toned, good very fine/nearly extremely fine and rare.
£800-1000

5050

Louis XIII, Piedfort of 5-Sols (Douzième d’Ecu), 1643-A, from Warin’s second die, bust right, rev
arms, edge inscription LVDOVICO XIII MONETAE RESTITVTORI in relief, 9.14g (C 1681). Bright good
very fine/nearly extremely fine and rare.
£700-900

5051

Louis XIV (1643-1715), Lys d’Argent, 1656A, Paris, bust right, rev cross of Ls, lis in angles, 7.96g (Dy
1481; C 1951; Dz 310; G 167). Good very fine and rare.
£1000-1200

French Cochin-China

5052

Proof 50-Cents, 1879A, 13.88g (JL 27; KM 6). Superb, lightly toned proof, fleur de coin and rare.		
£1000-1500

Germany

5053

Brunswick-Lüneburg-Calenberg, Johann Friedrich (1665-1679), Broad Memorial Double-Thaler,
1679, crowned monogram within laurel-wreath, “2” punched below, rev twenty line inscription,
52.49g (Welter 1698; Dav 226). Traces of mounting at top and some old tooling, otherwise very fine and
extremely rare.
£1000-1200
ex J O’Byrne Collection, July 4 1967, lot 203, sold with A E Cahn, Frankfurt ticket priced RM 169

5054

Münster, Bishopric, Ferdinand von Bayern (1612-1650), ½-Reichsthaler, 1633, 14.31g, standing
figure of St Paul with vertical sword in right hand, rev arms (Schulze 5; KM 6). Some minor edge
imperfections, but certainly at least very fine, with an excellent portrayal of St Paul, of great rarity.		
£3000-4000

5055

Brandenburg, Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm the Great (1640-1688), Reichsthaler, 1641, half length bust
right, wearing vestments and holding sword and sceptre, in verdant wreath, rev complex arms,
29.13g (v Schr 148; Dav 6167; KM 187). Two small flan flaws at 1 o’clock on the reverse, otherwise this
rare coin is a very appealing very fine.
£1200-1500

5056

Saxony, Friedrich III The Wise and Johann (1486-1525), ¼-Guldengroschen, 1607, in the name of
Maximilian, Nürnberg, cuirassed bust between arms, rev eagle with arms on breast, 7.18g (Slg Koch
1881; Merseb 422). Lightly toned with a wonderful portrait, about extremely fine and rare, a delightful
coin.
£1500-2000

5057

Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Alfred (1893-1900), Proof 5-Marks, 1895, head right, rev Imperial eagle, 27.99g
(J 146; Y 150). A few light hairlines, otherwise a gem proof and very rare.
£2500-3000

5058

Saxony, Ernestine Line, Friedrich III, der Weise (1486-1525), Guldengroshen, undated, by Hans
Kraft of Nürnberg, bust right, rev Imperial Eagle, 28.85g (Tentzel 3/3; Mers 419; Schnee 38; Dav
9703). Trace of mounting at top, otherwise a pleasing very fine and very rare.
£1000-1500
ex J O’Byrne Collection, Christie’s November 15 1966, lot 5, sold with collector’s ticket

5059

Eichstätt, Bishopric, Sede Vacante, Double-Thaler, 1790, Nürnberg, throne beneath baldachin, the
symbols of office on tables at either hand, rev ‘family’ tree before landscape which includes the abbey
church, 55.83g (Cahn 148; Dav 2212). Pleasantly toned, nearly extremely fine and scarce.
£800-1000
ex J O’Byrne Collection, Christie’s July 4 1967, lot 76, part, sold with collector’s ticket

5060

Frankfurt, Double-Gulden, 1849, on Election of Friedrich Wilhelm IV as Emperor of Germany,
double eagle, rev legend in four lines within circular inscription, 21.25g (Dav 645; Th 136; AKS 40;
KM 341.1). Choice proof-like uncirculated and very rare.
£2500-3000

German New Guinea

5061

Proof 5-Marks, 1894A, bird of paradise in full display, rev date and denomination in palm wreath,
27.76g (J 707; KM 7). A few minor hairlines, but pleasant deep tone, a lovely proof, rare.
£1500-2000
Holy Roman Empire

5062

Tirol, Grafschaft, Erzherzog Sigismund (1446-1496), ½-Guldiner, 1584, Hall, crowned, cuirassed
and draped bust right holding sceptre on right shoulder, rev knight riding right, lance extended,
date below, within circle of shields, 15.76g (Schulten 4425; MT 60). A couple of tiny surface marks in
the obverse field, otherwise toned and a pleasant very fine, rare.
£1500-2000

5063

Tirol, Sigismund, Archduke of Tirol (1477-1490), Pfundner, undated, crowned bust right, rev eagle,
6.58g (Schulten 4427; MT 57). Pleasantly toned, very fine and very rare.
£1500-2000

India

5064

Bengal Presidency, Copper Pattern 1/48-Rupee, 1793, sikka kampani ‘isavi 1793 (money of the company,
Christian year 1793), ·ENGLISH EAST INDIACOMPANY incuse around broad rim, rev company crest with
48 below, AUSPICIO REGIS ET SENATUS ANGLIÆ incuse around broad rim, TO ONE RUPEE at bottom
within sunken cartouche, plain edge, 15.37g (Pr 371). Extremely fine and extremely rare.
£600-800
ex H A Parsons, Glendining, 11-13 May 1954, lot 919

5065

Bombay Presidency, Rupee, 1678, a specimen struck at the Tower mint, London, THE RUPEE·OF
BOMBAIM, two roses below, 1678·BY·AVTHORITY·OF·CHARLES·THE·SECOND around, rev
KING·OF·GREAT· BRITAINE·FRANCE·AND·IRELAND, crowned arms, edge grained straight, 11.47g
(Pr 20). Possible traces of mounting on edge, reverse struck from a rusty die, otherwise good very fine and
extremely rare.
£12,000-15,000

5066

Portuguese India, D Maria II (1834-1853), Silver Pattern Rupee (600-Reis), 1834, crowned arms,
rev denomination in wreath, 10.59g (Gomes E.10.01; KM Pn15). Somewhat weakly struck in parts,
otherwise about extremely fine and very rare.
£1500-2000

Italy

5067

Modena, Francis I d’Este (1629-1658), Gold Ongaro 1649, knight standing right dividing date, rev
ornate coat of arms topped by small eagle facing left with crown above, 3.40g (CNI -; MIR -; F -). A
somewhat irregular flan but generally better than very fine and extremely rare, unpublished. £1500-2000
although there are three known types of this denomination, this coin differs and, as such, has to be very rare indeed

5068

Milan, Galeazzo Maria Sforza (1466-1476), Grosso of 8-Soldi, undated, cuirassed, bear headed bust
right, rev nimbate bishop riding right, over fallen foe, 3.76g (CNI 104 var, Cr 9, N&V 193). Lightly
toned, very fine and very rare.
£1000-1200

5069

Milan, Louis XII of France, duke of Milan (1500-1513), Testone, undated, bust right, rev knight on
horse galloping right brandishing a flail in his right hand, French arms below, 9.65g (CNI obverse 55,
reverse 50; Cr 3; N&V 227). Well-toned and pleasing, very fine or better and very rare.
£1200-1500

5070

Milan, Charles V of Habsburg (1535-1556), Testone con la Pieta, undated, bearded bust right, rev
Pietas seated left, right arm extended 11.87g (CNI 38). With traces of old tooling in fields, but beautifully
toned and attractive, extremely fine and very rare.
£1200-1500
the bust on this coin is said to have been engraved by Benvenuto Cellini

5071

Naples, Charles V of Habsburg (1516-1556), Kingdom of Naples, undated, first period (1516-1532),
Carlino with “G” in field to the right of the King’s crowned bust facing left, rev arms, 3.52g (CNI
549 var; Sp 258 var). A couple of insignificant flan breaks at 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock but with a lovely portrait
and generally a superb example of this very rare coin.
£700-800

5072

Savoy, Filiberto II (1497-1504), Testone, second type, Turin, bust right, rev arms within quatrefoil,
9.34g (Biaggi 259 bis; MIR 301, R9). Old scratch between hair and legend, otherwise a very pleasing
lightly toned piece with a wonderful renaissance portrait, very fine, the reverse better, attractive and very
rare.
£2500-3000

5073

Savoy, Carlo II (1504-1553), 3-Grossi, first type, Turin, standing knight in full armour holdin flag, rev
a draped cross, 3.36g (Sim 46; Biaggi 321; MIR 373; CNI 145, R10). A little weakly struck in parts, but
generally fully good very fine and extremely rare.
£1000-1200
the specimen illustrated in CNI is only fair and pierced, this specimen is far superior

5074

Sicily, Ferdinand the Catholic (1479-1516), Gold Trionfo, undated, Messina, Sigla ‘M’, 3.51g (Sp 22
var; Varesi 237/2; F 659). Minor weaknesses in parts of the legend and of slightly uneven flan, otherwise a
very pleasing very fine and rare.
£1200-1500

5075

Sicily, Ferdinand the Catholic (1479-1516), Double-Tari, undated, bust facing right, + FERDINANDUS:
D:G:R:CASIL·, rev crowned eagle facing left, +FERDINANDUS:C·:R:S·, Sigla I.N. divided by eagle’s legs,

5.90g (Spahr -; MIR -). The obverse has suffered numerous light scratches but is generally clear and better than fine,
reverse somewhat double-struck and about very fine. Of the very highest rarity if not unique. £1200-1500
this is a completely unknown type with what seems to be an intermediate portrait unrecorded thus far

5076

Venice, Silvestro Valier (1694-1700), Osella IV (1697), Doge kneels before St Mark, rev armoured arm
holds cross, EX PIETATE FORTITUDO around, in exergue A*B, 9.66g (Werd -; Paol 180). Lightly toned,
extremely fine and rare.
£1000-1200

Mexico

5077

Philip V (1700-1746), Pillar 4-Reales 1733 MF, Mexico, crowned arms, rev crowned globes between
pillars, 13.50g (KM 94). A remarkable proof-like piece, possibly struck to specimen standard, in choice good
extremely fine condition, extremely rare.
£2500-3000
this is a true gem that would grace the collection of the most discerning of collectors

Netherlands

5078

Compagnie van Verre of Amsterdam, silver 4-Real 1601, crowned arms of the Province of Holland,
two bars either side to denote the denomination, INSIGNIA HOLLANDIÆ around, date over crown,
rev crowned arms of Amsterdam supported by two lions, ET CIVITATIS AMSTELREDAMENSIS around
(Scholten 2; Delm 1207; Salvesen 12). Extremely fine, attractively toned and very rare.
£4000-6000
ex Schulman Auction, 29 January 1911
according to Salvesen, only 22 specimens of this denomination are recorded, of which 11 are in museums

5079

Compagnie van Verre of Amsterdam, silver 1-Real 1601, crowned arms of the Province of Holland,
four pelletts either side to denote the denomination (each pellet representing six Doits), INSIGNIA
HOLLANDIÆ around, date over crown, rev crowned arms of Amsterdam supported by two lions, ET
CIVITATIS AMSTELREDAMENSIS around (Scholten 4; Delm -; Salvesen 14). Extremely fine, attractively
toned and very rare.
£1500-2000
according to Salvesen, only 17 specimens of this denomination are recorded.
These two coins are from a series of six denominations stuck at Dordrecht by Jacob Jansz de Jonge for the Compagnie van
Verre of Amsterdam for use in the Indies, where Spanish silver was already current. This company was one of the first such
organisations to be set up to operate trading voyages to the Orient. In the following year the interests of the Amsterdam
Company were absorbed into the newly incorporated Vereenigte Oostindische Compagnie (the VOC, or United East India
Company) which traded until 1799. Eight directors became members of the Here XVII, the board of the VOC, and brought
with them half of the foundation capital.

5080

Batavia, Java, silver Batavia Kroon or Real of 48-Stuivers, 1645, an upright sword, its blade in a
laurel wreath, BATAVIÆ ANNO 1645 around, rev VOC monogram, .48 . ST. above (Scholten 12).
Lightly tooled in fields as usual, about extremely fine and very rare.
£8000-10,000
ex Moquette Collection, J Schulman, 28 May 1929, lot 110
ex J Schulman auction no 234, 7-9 November 1960, lot 732

5081

Batavia, Java, silver Batavia ½-Kroon or ½-Real of 24-Stuivers, 1645, an upright sword, its blade
in a laurel wreath, BATAVIÆ ANNO 1645 around, rev VOC monogram, .24 . ST. above (Scholten 12).
Lightly tooled in fields as usual, about extremely fine with some lustre and very rare.
£6000-8000
Due to a shortage of silver coin in Batavia on account of the profitable trade with visiting Chinese junks, whose merchants
only accepted specie in exchange for their goods, it was decreed on 26 February 1645 that a supply of Japanese silver bars be
coined to “relieve the necessity”. The resulting pieces were actually below the weight of the silver real of account and were
consequently withdrawn in September 1647

New Zealand

5082

Proof Waitangi Crown, 1935, crowned bust of George V left, rev Maori and Governor General
shaking hands, 28.48g (KM 6). Fleur de coin and rare.
£2000-2500

Norway

5083

Frederik III (1648-1670), Speciedaler 1651, Christiania mint, crowned bust right, rev Norwegian lion
and halberd, 28.31g (Hede 8 C reports this coin as unique; NM 65 B; Dav 3590). An attractive very
fine or better and of the highest rarity.
£4000-5000
sold with a 19th Century German dealer’s ticket

Rhodes

5084

Émery d’Amboise (1503-1512), Double Ducat, ·F·EMERICVS·DMBOYSE·MGN Q?·MG·R·, quartered
arms of d’Amboise and the Order of St John, rev GN:DEI:QVI·TOLIS:PECC· MVD·MISE·NO:, Paschal
lamb standing, holding banner of the Order, 6.94g (Furse p.107, 2; Schlumberger pl.XI, 6 var;
Kasdagli -; Fr 7). Light traces of mounting on edge, good very fine and extremely rare.
£8000-10,000
ex Prof J R Stewart (bought from A H Baldwin & Sons, 11 April 1960, £600)

The Important Russian Family Rouble

5085

Russia
Nicholas I (1825-1855), Silver 1½-Roubles 1836, the so-called Family Rouble, by P. Utkin, head of
Nicholas right, П.У. on truncation, rev central bust of Alexandra Feodorovna, surrounded by busts
of the tsar and tsarina’s six children, the variety without circles around (Bit2 888, R2; Sev 3181, RR;
Uzd 4206, R). An original strike with the usual die rim flaw running from 4 o’clock to 5 o’clock on the
reverse, mint state with prooflike fields and an even light grey tone, rare.
£15,000-18,000
sold with an original AH Baldwin ticket priced £4.10.0

Sierra Leone

5086

Proof Dollar, 1791, decimal coinage, SIERRA LEONE COMPANY, lion standing on rough ground,
AFRICA in exergue, rev ONE DOLLAR PIECE, clasped hands with 100 above and below, date at
bottom, plain edge, 25.80g (Vice 2A). Extremely fine, rare.
£1000-1200
ex H M Lingford, collection bought by A H Baldwin & Sons Ltd in 1950
ex Dr A N Brushfield, Glendining, 30-31 July 1945, lot 134

Spain

5087

Castille y Leon, Pedro I (1350-1369), Gold Dobla, Seville, 4.49g (Cay 1277 var; F 105). Struck from
rusty dies and very slightly uneven but with a beautiful portrait and almost, if not quite, extremely fine,
rare.
£1500-2000

South Africa

The following thirteen lots are from the surviving part of the major collection of South African coins and
medals formed by William Victor Royle Baldwin (known as Roy or Uncle Roy). One of our founder’s three
sons, he was born in 1893. In the mid 1930s he contracted tuberculosis and was advised to move to South
Africa for his health. He lived for several years at Uitenhage, north of Port Elizabeth. He was sent regular
parcels of coins to ticket by the office in London. In addition, to help pass the time, he collected over 4000 South
African coins, medals and tokens and became well known to all the local collectors and dealers. He continued
to collect South African material after his return to the UK, although later in his life it appears he sold some
of his coins. After his death in January 1967, what remained of this collection was bought from his widow by
Baldwin’s. Although many items have been sold by us over the years, these star pieces have remained in our
hands. The coins are sold with Roy’s original envelopes bearing his meticulously hand-written descriptions.

5088

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Pond, 1892, single shaft, 7.97g (Kaplan 12; KM
10.2). A couple of tiny edge nicks, but generally toned, about extremely fine and very rare.
£5000-6000

5089

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Crown, 1892, single shaft, 28.27g (Kaplan 34;
KM 8.1). Superbly toned, a good extremely fine specimen, rare.
£1000-1500

5090

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Florin, 1893, 11.33g (Kaplan 43; KM 6). Some
faint marks and light scratches in obverse field, otherwise extremely fine, very rare.
£1500-2000
this is by far the rarest date of any ZAR denomination and is almost impossible to find in high grade

ZAR Proofs

5091

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Proof Crown, 1892, double shaft, 28.47g (Kaplan
84; KM 8.2). Superb fleur de coin, a beautifully toned specimen, very rare.
£4000-5000

5092

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Proof Halfcrown, 1892, 14.35g (Kaplan 86; KM
7). A tiny spot below A of AFRIQUE on the obverse, otherwise a lovely proof with only one minute hairline,
very rare.
£2000-2500

5093

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Proof Florin, 1892, 11.51g (Kaplan 87; KM 6). A few
insignificant hairlines on parts of the obverse fields, otherwise lightly toned, choice and rare.
£1800-2200

5094

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Proof Shilling, 1892, 5.87g (Kaplan 88; KM 5).
Some hairlines in the obverse and reverse fields, otherwise lightly toned, choice and rare.
£1500-2000

5095

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Proof Sixpence, 1892, 3.04g (Kaplan 89; KM 4).
Superb, toned, fleur de coin and rare.
£1200-1500

5096

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Proof Threepence, 1892, 1.63g (Kaplan 90; KM 3).
Tiny spot on beard and a couple of minute hairlines, otherwise beautifully toned, choice and rare. 		
£1000-1200

The celebrated UNIQUE Pattern Halfcrown in bronze

ZAR Patterns
5097

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Paul Kruger, Unique Pattern Halfcrown in bronze, 1892,
plain edge, 11.91g (Kaplan -; KM -). Uncirculated and retaining some mint lustre, of the highest rarity.
£20,000-25,000

5098

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Thomas François Burgers, Pattern Crown in aluminium,
1874, milled edge, open 4, no stop after date, 9.31g (Kaplan 9; KM PnA13 var). Some corrosion on
sections of the obverse and the reverse due to humidity, as is normal on such coins, otherwise hairlined prooflike uncirculated and very rare.
£5000-6000
the Burgers patterns were struck at the Berlin Mint using designs by LC Lauer of Nürnberg

5099

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Thomas François Burgers, Pattern Crown in aluminium, 1874.,
milled edge, closed 4, stop after date, 7.97g (Kaplan 12; KM PnA13 var). The corrosion on this specimen
less obvious than on the previous, but also hairlined proof-like uncirculated and very rare.
£6000-7000

5100

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR), Thomas François Burgers, Pattern Halfcrown in aluminium,
1874, milled edge, closed 4, no stop after date, 4.29g (Kaplan 16; KM -). Usual corrosion, otherwise
hairlined proof-like uncirculated and very rare.
£3000-4000

